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MOPED



Principal Component Analysis

Ronen, Aragón-Salamanca, Lahav 1998



MOPED: radical compression of 
gaussian data

yα = bα . xFind different projections of the data x:

where

Maximise Fisher Matrix element F11 subject to a constraint: b1 ∝ C−1μ,1

μ,α ≡
∂μ
∂θα

bm =
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q=1 (μT
,mbq)bq
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Maximise Fmm:

Data x;  mean μ(θ);  covariance matrix C; parameters θα, α=1…M



Something remarkable happens:

There are only M MOPED vectors, however many original data points

Subject to some conditions, the whole Fisher matrix (for the compressed 
data y) is identical to the Fisher matrix for the original dataset

MASSIVE DATA COMPRESSION 
WITHOUT INCREASING ERROR 

BARS



MOPED vectors

b1 and b2 for galaxy spectra Panter et al. 2007



Generalising MOPED

Linear compression (MOPED) is optimal if the mean μ 
depends on the parameters θ, but the covariance matrix does not.

Nonlinear compression optimises if C depends on θ as well:

Alsing and Wandelt 2018Data d

Justin Alsing



Solving the covariance matrix 
problem
✤ Euclid and LSST could easily have 

s=10,000 summary statistics
✤ If you get the covariance matrix from 

simulations, you need at least s+2 
simulations

✤ If the covariance matrix varies with 
parameters, you might need 109 
simulations

✤ Can reduce this to 103 simulations 
with MOPED data compression

✤ Marginalise over true covariance 
matrix: use Sellentin & Heavens (2016) 
likelihood

Heavens et al. (2017)

Elena Sellentin



ABC and Likelihood- free inference

Simulate, and populate Data-Parameter space

Likelihood 
(sampling 

distribution)

Posterior

M~10; N~very large. This is an M+N dimensional problem. 
Impossible to do without radical data compression

MOPED: 2M-dimensional space

N data, M parameters



Likelihood-free inference with data 
compression

Alsing, Wandelt & Feeney 2019: 
DELFI (see also BOLFI - Florent Leclercq)

See
Davide Gualdi

Niall Jeffrey
talks



Medical imaging scans

Approaching 1 million medical scans per year

Ben Panter



Descent into chaos



Builder of UCL Cosmology

Started cosmology from scratch, with Jochen Weller and Sarah Bridle

~10 Academic Staff, ~40 total



Early Bayesian

Tom Loredo

Kaiser & Lahav 1989



Modesty: (semi-)popular articles:

Un-popular articles:



Prolific Author

Ofer has written over 200 papers 
that have never been cited



DES Leader

Lahav is one of the founders of the Dark Energy Survey (DES),  
and he co-chaired the international DES Science Committee  
from inception until 2016.

Ofer has led DES since he was  a 
baby



A great and willing populariser

“Outreach”



Reaching out to the skeptics:

(followed by a letter that would 
normally be written in green ink)



Great educator



From 
celebstrendnow.com

Cosmologist? Astrophysicist?

“Shoe size will be added later”





Who should play Ofer?

Ofer Lahav

David Suchet



Happy Birthday, Ofer!


